Pre-Training Reflection Questions

The following questions will provide a framework for engaging with fellow Project Prevent grantees, U.S. Department of Education staff, and NCSSLE staff during the training sessions.

Reflect on the questions through the lens of the goals and objectives of your Project Prevent grant.

Reflecting on Your Progress to Date

1) What is the greatest achievement of your Project Prevent grant work to date?

2) What about your Project Prevent grant work has been unexpected to date?

3) What are the top three lessons you have learned from your Project Prevent grant to date?

Into the Future

1) What is your vision for your Project Prevent grant work?

2) What would be the impact of achieving your vision?

3) What is most important to sustain/protect/preserve, at this time, to accomplish your vision?

4) What is one action you can take this year that builds on your greatest achievement and moves your Prevent Project grant work toward your vision?

5) What is your theme for the 2017-18 school year for the Project Prevent work—in one word?